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STAY SHADY WITH NEW QUAY FRAMES

Pictured above: FIREFLY - Black/Brown RRP: $75 AUD

New stylish sunnies from Quay have landed! Soak up the last month of summer with your new
staple frames.

If round is more your thing, FIREFLY delivers in two colour ways, Black/Brown & White/Brown.

For classic sunnies, ANYTHING GOES is back with a force in colour way Black/Smoke. The
sleek, rectangular frame is the perfect addition to your everyday wardrobe.
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Pictured above (left to right): FIREFLY - Black/Brown RRP: $75 AUD & ANYTHING GOES -

Black/Smoke RRP: $65 AUD

ICY offers a new, unique colour-way. You'll be sure to make a statement in these tort and brown
frames.
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Pictured above: ICY - Tort Purple/Brown Fade RRP: $65 AUD

The rumours are true! Cult favourite, RUMOURS is back in two new colour ways. The sleek
and cool frame is a definite staple ready for your wardrobe.

Pictured above: RUMOURS - Tort/Brown RRP: $75 AUD

Cool, classic shapes and styles are now available on quayaustralia.com.au.

https://www.quayaustralia.com.au/
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Protect your eyes from the effects of blue light with QUAY's new pastel range.

Pictured above (left to right): HARDWIRE - Mint/Clear Blue Light RRP: $60 AUD , HARDWIRE

- Blue, Lilac/Clear Blue Light RRP: $60 AUD, HARDWIRE MINI - Pink/Clear Blue Light RRP:

$60 AUD
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ABOUT DXD AGENCY

Media Notes
-QUAY AUSTRALIA retails from $70 - $75 AUD

-All product available for loan

-High-res imagery available here
-Campaign imagery available here

About Quay Australia
Quay Australia was born roadside on the festival circuit, surrounded by music artists and
festival goers who inspired the brand to create notoriously cool, affordable sunnies for the
nonconforming and freethinking. From dramatically oversized aviators to reflective lenses and
bold cat eyes, Quay Australia has become a favorite for individuals with fearless style, a
carefree attitude and fresh perspective.

For over 14 years, Quay Australia has built a #QUAYSQUAD that is loyal, passionate and looks
to the brand to make them stand out in the crowd and set the trend for their latest accessories.
Seen on countless celebrities and known for limited-edition influencer collaborations, Quay
Australia is the go-to accessible brand for millennial men and women that makes them feel like
they are part of the in crowd.

Quay Australia utilises a distinctive marketing strategy and omni-channel distribution model to
develop, market and sell eyewear in 35 countries, with over 3,000 points of distribution,
including 7 company-owned Quay Australia retail shops. QuayAustralia.com.au

PR Contact: QUAY AUSTRALIA
Trina Cort (DXD Agency)

trina@dxd.agency

+ 61 427 527 321
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HYPE MACHINE since 2008. Australian and International PR and Marketing Services.
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